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Peace is the building and the promotion and protection of the human right are at the heart 

of the aspiration of the Filipino, yet remain among the biggest challenges for the Philippines. 
Without peace, we cannot have stability, freedom from fear and freedom from want. Peace is a 
cornerstone of progress from economic, social, individual and national growth. Peace and human 
right are not only important for Filipinos; they are intentioned such that one is needed to achieve 
the other, and to vice-versa. Peace is essential for the full enjoyment, respect and protection of 
human right. When here is conflict, the economy is affected, making it difficult for economic 
right to be complete in all kinds of completing. There are initial tensions to be lead to violations 
of social human right. There are politician and civil right that are affected when parties will be 
conflict in our decision and they can commit violations such as extrajudicial killings factor in the 
name of their missions. And in the other hand, human right is a kind or refers to our respect, and 
will be our protection, promotions and will compete or fulfillment is will be essential to maintain 
and build peace.  

 
Conflicts often have toot causes that are related to human right, even if the parties will 

not realize it or be he/she does not realize it. When there is a deep and systemic discrimination 
that deprives one or more group of our society of its right to political participation, or other word 
the group will often resort to armed means that bring in our country war. And there are others 
that their own rebellious are started and will continued for the causes such as poverty, lack of 
basic series , lack of access to political participation and decisions making, there are others that 
will be abuses of their right or luck on their members. If we having a peace in our society this is 
peace and effort is will be made to fully respect , promote and will be develop and fulfill them 
suck as they go or apply in all human rights whether in economic, social, cultural or civil and 
that effort will helps towards peace or can convert to our conflict.  

 
And the government has primary responsibility to maintain peace and human right in our 

Philippines. Not also in our Philippines but also to our self like the human rights of the workers 
that work hard so that they can support their needs but what happened as now? Where is the 
respect or peace of human right to all workers? To all government officials and public servant 
are obligated by law to respect human right and to promote and develop them as they go about 
their work. An all human has human right and responsibility, all of us have the responsibility to 
respect the human right of everyone else. We have also the responsibility to build a society 
where we all enjoy our human right.  

 
Peace and human right are in our hands because we are the only one that can manage our 

self and we also know what is good or bad in the surrounding. But how can we prevent the 
crimes? That only us know how to improve our society. What is there reason they made a crimes? 
There are so lot of question that refers to the peace and human right to our country as a Filipino 
people. Like: How do you to advance the peace processes in the country? How do you ensure the 
protection of human right (civil and political, economic, social and cultural rights) in the country? 



How will you approach the peace processes with attention of rights? Would you pursue a 
strategy like the other person do to use all out war to end internal conflict, even at the cost of 
human right for the moment? How would the government work with the CHR?  

 
Currently we have numerous individuals and movements working and aspiring peace. It 

is a clear indication of the desire of people longing for peaceful place to live in, free from fear, 
hate, terrorism etc. Peace Village is a movement aspiring to transform the world into a global 
peace village; it completely works at grass root level/micro level. Unification of all the peace 
movements would be a powerful synergy and it would expedite Global Peace. We are indebted 
to leave a better world for our generations to come. Global Peace is a very much realistic, 
reachable and begins from within each one of us. If all of the people will include peace in their 
self I know that peace will have it.  

 
Because we born to be manage MOTHER EARTH and will give life to the surroundings 

and develop. But Look and observe what happened? Did people care to the mother earth and to 
each other? How can we apply human right if many people didn't mind what happened to her/his 
future? And speaking of human right there is two kinds of human right even it is a positive or 
negative. Positive rights permit or oblige action, whereas negative rights permit or oblige 
inaction. These permissions or obligations may be of either a legal or moral character. Likewise, 
the notion of positive and negative rights may be applied to either liberty rights or claim rights, 
either permitting one to act or refrain from acting, or obliging others to act or refrain from acting. 
However, this article and most literature discuss them as applied to the latter sense.  

 
"Peace and human right are every body's concern. It should be maintained and balance 

for us to able to live harmoniously with the rest of God creation but, how many of us spend time 
take an effort to do it? How many of us were trying to maintain it? Thus is the thing are forgot to 
do, we forgot to manage and we forgot to practice. We; humans want the best relationship among 
persons around us , each of us dreams to have peace and harmonious ways of living fee from 
conflicts and issue that may in change of life. Because "LIFE IS A CONSTANT CHANGE" 
according to Jose Marichan. Because people believe that human rights are important, countries 
make laws to protect them. These laws say that governments cannot take away people's basic 
rights. They make sure people who take away other people's rights are punished.  

 
Some major political organizations have made statements that promote human rights. 

These are not laws, but they affect us anyway. If groups or countries do not follow these 
statements, others will condemn them (say that they are very bad); and then people may not talk 
with them, do business with them. or help them.  

And as a student let's make and apply peace in our self before to others and disciplined. 
Organize it so that we can prove our self that "Kabataan ang Pag- asa ng Bayan" so let’s go and 
prove to all and apply peace and human right to all of us .....  


